Using the wireless QI compatible phone charger.
Step 1.
Ensure that the charging point is connected to the USB cable and is plugged in to a USB
adapter plug.
Step 2.
Ensure that your phone is either QI wireless charging compatible as standard or that the
phone is correctly inserted in to the recommended QI compatible slim-line receiver case / or
that the slim receiver card is correctly inserted in to the phone.
Examples:
Phone case (often used with iphone)

(Receiver card, often used with Samsung
phones)

Step 3.
Simply place the phone over the centre cross on the charging position sticker on the
furniture, allow a few seconds and the phone will simply start to charge.
The green charging indicator on the phone will confirm when it is charging. It is as simple as
that.
If the phone does not charge or the green charging indicator bar in not consistent or flashes,
simply adjust the phone positiion slightly to get the exact charging position.
Notes: It is important that the phone is placed over the correct charge spot to work, this
needs a degree of accuracy.
To make it easier to use, we have created the removable charging position label. One you
are happy that you know where the charging point is, simply remove the large label. This

will leave a small ( + ) location identifier to help locate the exact charging spot. Once you
are confident in locating the charging spot, this small sticker can be removed to give 100%
clean lines of the design.
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The charger will only operate when in use, there is no need to disconnect it whilst
not in use.
The charger will stop charging automatically when the battery is fully charged.
Do not let the charger come in to contact with water and do not open the charger
case.
The charger unit runs on 5v low current supply.
Charging times may vary depending on the model of phone.

Charging position location indicator.

For help with the wireless charger, please contact : enquiries@frankolsenfurniture.co.uk

